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AVAILABLE FROM YOUR EXPERT JANOME RETAILER

Easy To See 

The 1200D’s clear blue plastic foot helps 

you view and sew your projects with ease.

1200D Professional
1200D Features

Auto Upper Looper Deactivation
The 1200D upper looper system will 

automatically deactivate when top cover 

hem sewing is selected.

Top Cover Hem Device
This gives you the ability to sew a 5mm or a 

2.5mm top cover hem as well as a bottom 

cover hem simultaneously. This allows you 

to produce a true industrial style cover hem.

Stitch Selection Panel
Simply select your sewing preference and the Janome 

1200D thread tension system automatically adjusts the 

correct tension settings for you! This provides you comfort 
and confidence in knowing that you can attain perfect 

results with incredible ease.

Feet and Attachments
The 1200D gives you an array of specialty tools to take 

advantage of this machine’s amazing abilities! With 28 

optional feet and attachments, all of your sewing projects 

will get done quickly and easily. Create the look you want 

the way you want it with Janome’s combined overlock and 

cover stitch machine accessory range.

20 Useful Stitches
With 20 pre-programmed stitches, the projects you can 

accomplish are virtually limitless. You’ll find classic serger 

stitches, as well as advanced specialty stitches you’d 

normally find only on a professional machine.

Differential Feed and Stitch Length Dials
The differential feed and stitch length dials are located 

on the front of the machine for easy access, setting and 

reading. Janome engineering ensures seams on knits are 

wave and pucker-free.

2,3,4, or 5 Thread Convertible
A detailed threading chart is located right on the machine – 

so you’ll always have threading instructions in front of you! 

Threading is made easy with colour coded thread paths, just 

follow the colour guide to thread.

AUSTRALIA
Janome Australia Pty Ltd.
PO Box 1383, Moorabbin 3189 Victoria 

www.janome.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Janome Sewing Machine Co. (NZ) Ltd.
PO Box 51009, Pakuranga, Auckland 2140
www.janome.co.nz

20 pre-programmed stitches Snap on presser feet Tension release device

Cutting width 3.5mm to 7.5mm Colour coded threading paths Foot pressure adjustment dial

Blanket stitch Easily accessible looper Rolled hem changeover device

Stretch wrap stitch Easy retractable upper-knife Upper looper separation device

Automatic tension Top cover stitch Thread cutter on presser foot lifter

Stitch selection dial Double chain stitch Presser foot position sensor

Differential feed and stitch length dials Rolled hem Carrying handle

2, 3, 4 or 5 thread overlock Cover stitch Waste tray

28 optional feet and attachments incl. beading, pintuck, belt loop, etc. Dust cover


